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Kyocera’s virtual
experiences bring
expertise to your
workspace!

That’s why we are launching our own Virtual Experience Center. We want to help you
to immerse yourself in the world of Kyocera to learn more about the benefits and
features of our highly-rated products and solutions. From your own workplace, you
can schedule a customized demonstration with one of our product experts to explain
how Kyocera can help you provide innovative solutions to real business pains.
From your workplace

With our product experts

Within the comfort and security of your workplace, you
can connect at a time and place that’s convenient for you.
Avoid unnecessary risks while getting the same level of
service and insight, fitting into your schedule and working
arrangements.

Our product experts are full of knowledge about Kyocera
products and solutions and can connect virtually to share
their experience and advice with you. Broadcasting directly
from our HQ Showroom, you’ll be able to see our devices
first-hand from the people who know them best.

This interactive virtual session will provide you with a better
understanding of specific Kyocera products, as well as the
market and type of customers they are designed for.
The platform also ensures that you keep up to date with the functionalities of new products so that you can
continue to provide your customers with the latest, most innovative solutions.
Moreover, you can now enjoy unlimited on-demand access to recorded hardware and solutions demonstrations
for the entire Kyocera product line. This is ideal for those looking for introductory information or simply looking
to refresh their memory ahead of a big sales pitch.
We believe in simplicity; you can now experience Kyocera’s products & solutions from the comfort of your office
or workspace in just three simple phases:

1. Assessment
A questionnaire will assist our
product experts to customize your
demonstration, catering to your
market and target customers, as well
as your overall business needs.

2. Demonstration
You will be able to see and speak
with our product experts during a
customized presentation and
product demonstration.

3. Follow up
Our product experts will reach out
after the demonstration to ensure you
are satisfied with your demonstration
and to answer any further questions.
We will also connect you with your
local area sales manager.

Getting Started
To learn more about how a session in Kyocera’s Virtual
Experience Center can assist your customers in choosing
a Kyocera product, visit MyKyocera to schedule a
demonstration right away!
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